LINUX
FOUNDATION
EVENT
SERVICES
Leverage our knowledge of events and open source
to ensure your next event is a success.

Take advantage of our experience
producing events around the world and
our knowledge of open source and feel
confident that The Linux Foundation will
meet and exceed your expectations.

The Linux Foundation now offers event
production and management services
for organizations and companies in the
open source & cloud communities.
Since 2008, The Linux Foundation has produced
over 50 events worldwide. These events have
ranged from intimate one-day meetings for
corporate executives and board members to
five-day technical conferences for developer
communities featuring keynote sessions with
elaborate stage sets and motion graphics, dozens
of conference sessions with multiple tracks
appealing to many different audiences, and
memorable networking and social events.
With our expert knowledge, you can rest assured
that we will find top suppliers, negotiate the best
deals and provide stakeholders and participants
with an unmatched experience. We are also
active participants in the open source community,
so we have extensive knowledge of the way
the community works and the expectations of
attendees, speakers and sponsors.

We understand that every event is different and
will work with your team to establish a clear
vision and objective for your event to reflect the
expectations of your audience.

50 people or 5,000.
Portland or Prague.
Corporate or Community.
We Are Ready To Organize
Your Next Event.
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Let us help you prepare an event
that encourages forward-thinking,
and increases the visibility of your
organization around the world.

Why You Need The Linux Foundation to
Plan Your Organization’s Events
EXTENSIVE
EVENT
MANAGEMENT
EXPERIENCE

The Linux Foundation events team has over 30 years of combined
meeting and event planning experience working in hotels, meeting
venues, for 3rd party event management companies and for
associations and corporations. We have produced events on 4
continents and in 17 countries. You can trust that our extensive
experience working with international suppliers will ensure your
event is a success whether it is hosted in one of the countries
mentioned below or anywhere else in the world.

 Brazil

 Ireland

 Canada

 Israel

 China

 Italy

 Czech Republic

 Japan

 England

 Portugal

 France

 South Korea

 Germany

 Spain

 Hungary

 United States
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It is very easy to go over budget on an
event. Let us help you keep your costs
down by negotiating with suppliers,
conference centers, hotels, and event
venues.

“Thank you so much for all your help and fantastic support at Linuxcon. The event was very successful and, Congratulations on another one. I am sure the ‘sold out’, great success is now the expected norm.
But, it is quite a feat to keep the recording rolling - and, you and the team certainly have done that
well.”
Jean Staten Healy
Director WW Cross-IBM Linux & Open Virtualization, IBM

EXPERIENCED
NEGOTATION
& BUYING
POWER

As is the case in most industries, the events industry adheres to
the philosophy that the more you spend, the more discounts you
receive. With our portfolio of over 17 annual conferences around
the world, The Linux Foundation has strong buying power with top
suppliers to allow you to host successful events that stay within
your budget.
As a non-profit organization with low event budgets, we have never
outsourced the procurement of venues and suppliers.
Instead we use our extensive experience on the supplier side,
especially with hotels, to negotiate the best deals possible, as we
know what suppliers are willing to give to get your business.
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The Linux Foundation is a recognized
authority in open source, with longestablished relationships with top
industry experts.

“These events were informative, interesting, well-organized and well-executed...excellent job! If you’ve
never attended, or if you want to catch up on what’s going on with Linux, check out these events.”
Peter Vescuso
Executive VP of Marketing and Business Development, Black Duck Software

KNOWLEDGE
OF THE OPEN
SOURCE
COMMUNITY

As the non-profit organization that supports Linux and open
source, The Linux Foundation has had the opportunity to work
with individuals, companies and organizations from across the
industry. Our experience hosting events has taught us that
everyone is important, whether they are a CEO, a kernel maintainer
or a hobbyist, and that events need to be catered to address their
expectations.
Whether you want to host a conference for corporate executives
with technology showcases or a grassroots developer conference
that focuses on hallway tracks, we will use our expertise to work
with you to produce an event that will have the biggest impact on
your audience.
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Event planning can be time-consuming
- let us take the guesswork out of the
experience so that you can spend time
interacting with attendees, speakers
and sponsors.

“I wanted to make sure to thank you and your staff for once again doing such a great job putting the
Yocto Project Dev Day and ELC together. It has been great attending these events in the past and I
look forward to more in the future.”
Sean Hudson
Embedded Linux Architect, Mentor Graphics

LET US FOCUS
ON EVENTS
SO YOU DON’T
HAVE TO

The Linux Foundation didn’t start out in the business of producing
events, but we are well-placed to bring spaces for collaboration
and education to the Linux and open source communities while
allowing our event management partners the ability to focus on
their core business.
Producing quality events takes time, which is why we have a
talented team of experts who will work closely with you to take
your event from concept to reality, providing the guidance and
logistical support needed to ensure your event is a success.
Bringing relevant content and the right people to the event is
something that only you can do - let us do the rest.
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Services We Offer
The Linux Foundation provides a range of
management and production services and will
work with you to determine whether or not there
are specific aspects of your event that you need
assistance with or if you need us to manage
everything. Our services include:

 Attendee Registration Services and Payment
Processing, online and onsite

 Audio/Visual, Staging and Production Management Selection, Negotiation and Supervision

“I just wanted to give you a big
thanks for the conference this week.
It was one of the best I’ve ever been
to and I really got a lot out of it.”
Jeremy Allison
Linux Evangelist, Google

 Communications and Event Web Site Maintenance
(If hosted on Linux Foundation Website)

 Develop and Manage Event Budgets
 Event Staffing
 Exhibit and Trade Show Design and Management
 Food & Beverage and Menu Planning
 Gamifying Events
 Graphics Development and Production, Production
of Collateral and Signage

 Greening Your Event
 Hybrid Events
 Lead Retrieval, Mobile Apps and other Event
Technologies

 Meeting Room Spec Management
 On-Site Meeting Management, Coordination and
Supervision

 Post-Event Reporting
 Promotional Items, Speaker/Attendee Gifts Selection
 Reservations & Housing
 Shipping & Drayage Assistance
 Site Evaluation and Selection including RFPs and
Contract Negotiation

 Special Events/Offsite events - Theming,
Entertainment, Design

 Surveys/Evaluations
 Team Building Programs
 Tours and Activities; Spouse and Family Programs
 Transportation and Shuttle Services
 Vendor Selection, Contract Negotiation and
Management
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The Linux Foundation is the nonprofit consortium dedicated to
fostering the growth of Linux. Founded in 2000, The Linux
Foundation sponsors the work of Linux creator Linus Torvalds
and is supported by leading technology companies and
developers from around the world.
To learn more about Event Management Services offered by
The Linux Foundation, please contact:
Angela Brown
Director of Events
The Linux Foundation
+1.415.368.4840
angela@linuxfoundation.org
http://www.linuxfoundation.org/

